SCHOOLS
THAT TEACH HOW TO BUILD
SOUL AND SPIRIT
Every school that teaches the making of Soul and Spirit is a

the right to the second birth. We must work with the SI-12

school of regeneration. Schools that teach soul-making only do

Hydrogen of sexual energy, transmuting it by means of Sexual

good work, but those that teach to manufacture Soul and Spirit,

Alchemy, to have the right to the second birth.

do superior work. Soul and Spirit, do superior work.
It is only by being born the Angel within ourselves that we are
The man who manufactures Soul only, may be mortal or He is

Immortal. It is absurd to think of the advent of the fire if we do

immortal if he enters a school of regeneration; mortal if he

not know how to transmute the sexual energy. It is absurd to

enters no school of regeneration.

think of the advent of the Fire if we do not know how to transmute the sexual energy. The sacred fire results from the trans-

Every school of regeneration teaches Maithuna (Sexual

mutation of our sexual secretions. Whoever does not know the

Magic). Sexual Magic). He who rejects the sacred fire of sex

Maithuna (Sexual Magic), cannot receive the Sacred Fire. If

becomes mortal. A soul that does not want to receive the

the Soul does not receive the fire, it vanishes and little by

sacred fire of the Third Logos, gradually loses its inner streng-

little...

th, and after many reincarnations finally dies.
The Gnostic Movement is a school of regeneration with
When we work in Alma manufacturing, our work is does in the

the three basic principles of the revolution of Consciousness.

molecular world. When we work in the manufacturing spirit,
we operate in the electronic world solar. Ordinary "intellectual

Schools of regeneration are: Tantric Buddhism of Tibet, the

animals", they really only know this cellular world (The Physi-

Yellow Church of the Lamas the yellow church of the Lamas,

cal World). Every Authentic school of regeneration teaches the

Sufism with its Dervish Dancers, Buddhist Dancing Dervi-

three basic factors of the revolution of consciousness. Those

shes, Zen Buddhism, Chan Buddhism of China, etc. In the past

three Factors are: Dying, Born, Sacrificing ourselves for

there were great schools of regeneration. Let us remember the

Humanity. The pluralized I must die to manufacture Soul.

Mysteries of Eleusis, the Egyptian, Aztec, Mayan the Egyptian, Aztec, Mayan and Inca Mysteries; the Orphic Mysteries,

We must work with the Hydrogen SI-12 of sexual energy,

the Mysteries of the Kambirs and the Mysteries of the Kambirs

transmuting it by means of Sexual Alchemy, in order to have

and the Dactyls.
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The worst enemies of the Regeneration Schools are the Infra-

have symbolized to said kingdom with its hells. Let us remember

sexuals. The infrasexual is considered superior to people of

the Greek Tartarus, the Avitchi, the Roman Avernus, hell Chine-

normal sexuality and mortally hate the Suprasex.

se, Christian hell, etc., etc., etc. In the Mineral Kingdom devolves
... it is a fall into the past ... a regression by the Animal, Plant and

The Gnostic Movement is a School of Regeneration mortally

Mineral Kingdoms. The end result of such a misfortune is disin-

hated by infrasexuals. The degenerates of the infrasex they belie-

tegration. Certainly that's the objective of such involution in the

ve themselves more perfect than the Third Logos and They

Mineral Kingdom.

blaspheme him saying, "Sex is a very rude thing," "the materialistic Sexual Magic is something animal "," we work for spiritua-

It is necessary to dissolve the Ego in the Avitchi, to free the

lization ". The degenerates of the infrasex believe themselves

Buddhata. Every authentic school of Regeneration knows this

purer than the Holy Spirit, and speak horrors against sex and

and wants to save man. The schools of regeneration they produce

against Sexual Magic. Recall that the three main forces of

adherents. True Masters of the Grand Lodge White The Gnostic

Universe are:

Movement is a School of Regeneration Authentic.

1. The Will of the Father.

In the world there are thousands of schools that promise wonders,

2. The imagination of the child.

but only Authentic Regeneration Schools can produce true

3. The Sexual Force of the Holy Spirit

Masters of Greater Mysteries with powers over fire, air, water
and earth. May there are many Religions, Orders and Sects, but

Anyone who speaks out against any of these Three Logic Forces

only the Schools of Regeneration can produce Angels and

is in fact a Black Magician. Work with Hydrogen SI-12 is really

Mahatmas. Schools of regeneration have the high honor of

terrible; the Initiate has to live the cosmic drama. The initiate has

having produced Masters such as: Budha, Jesus, Dante, Hermes,

to become the central character of that cosmic drama.

Quetzalcoatl, etc., etc., etc.

The initiate who has managed to manufacture soul and spirit, has

Be careful, dear reader! Do not let yourself be screwed up!

everything the right to incarnate his Divine Immortal Triad

School that does not teach the three basic factors of the revolu-

(Atman-Buddhi-Manas), because to whom he has it is given and

tion of consciousness, it is not really School of Regeneration.

the more he has, more is given, but to those who have nothing,

School that teaches the way of fornication, is not School of

nothing is given and even what he has will be taken from him.

regeneration. School that teaches to fortify the Self, It is not a
School of Regeneration. FOR THEIR FRUITS YOU WILL

It is absurd to claim that the Divine Triad is already incarnate.

KNOW. The tree is known for its fruits. Such a fruit, such tree.

Only by manufacturing Soul and Spirit can we embody it. The
people who definitely do not manufacture Soul or Spirit lose,
break all relationship with the Divine Monad (Atman-Buddhi-Manas). These people become participants in the Mineral

Fragment taken from the Document: ESOTERIC SCHOOLS

Kingdom and enter in said kingdom. All Conventional Religions

V.M. SAMAEL AUN WEOR
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